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Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a complex Hilbert space &‘. The solution 
of the abstract Schriidinger equation idu/dt = Hu is given by u(t) = 
exp( -itH) u(O). The energy E = I] u(t)lle is independent of t. When does the 
energy break up into different kinds of energy E = X:=1 E,(t) which become 
asymptotically equipartitioned ? (That is, E,(t) -+ E/N as t -, f CO for all j 
and all data u(O).) The “classical” case is the abstract wave equation d2v/dta + 
A% = 0 with A self-adjoint on X1. This becomes a Schtidinger equation in 
a Hilbert space .%’ (essentially .z? is two copies of Z1), and there are two kinds of 
associated energy, viz., kinetic and potential. Two kinds of results are obtained. 
(1) Equipartition of energy is related to the C*-algebra approach to quantum 
field theory and statistical mechanics. (2) Let A1 ,..., AN be commuting self- 
adjoint operators with N = 2 or 4. Then the equation @xl (d/dt - iA,) u(t) = 0 
admits equipartition of energy if and only if exp(it(Al - At)) -P 0 in the weak 
operator topology as t + f co for j # k. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a complex infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space X. Associated with H are the abstract SchrGdinger initial value problem 
id”=Hu 
dt ’ 40) =f U-1) 
and the unitary group {.FH: t E R = (- 03, co)}. The unique solution of (1.1) 
is given by 
u(t) = e-itHf. 
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This is a continuously differentiable solution for f  in 9(H), the domain of H; 
it is a generalized solution otherwise. We call E(g) = I/ g lj2 the energy of a vector 
g (6X?). Since e-itH . is unitary, the energy of the solution of (1 .l) is conserved: 
W(t)) = EC f  1 for all t E R. (1.2) 
In some cases, energy is equipartitioned. The following result, established by 
Goldstein [5, 61, illustrates this. Let A be a self-adjoint operator on a complex 
Hilbert space X. The problem 
v”(t) f  A%(t) = 0 (t E R), (1.3) 
V(O) = f; , v’(0) = f2 E %(A) (1.4) 
is well posed, assuming fi = A&E 9(A); h ere prime denotes differentiation 
with respect to t. Define the energy of the solution to be 
E(f) = II v’(t)l12 + Ii -4Wl”; (1.5) 
it depends on the data f  = ($) but not on t. One can rewite (1.3), (1.4) as a 
system (1.1) with u = (;“?), H = -i(tA t), and f  = (2) in X = X1 @ X, 
where Yr is the completion of %(A)/N(A) (where .9(A) is the range of A and 
M(A) is the null space of A). When A is injective, <Xi = X. Moreover (1.5) 
becomes (I .2). Let 
-%(t) = I/ v’(t)li2, Ep(t) = lj ih( 
denote the kinetic and potential energy at time t. The result of [5. 61 is as follows. 
The energy is equipartitioned, i.e., 
for all initial data f if and only if eitA converges to zero in the weak operator topology 
as t+ &xc. 
Any self-adjoint operator A for which eitA converges to zero as t -+ &cc is 
the weak operator topology (in symbols, wk op lim,,,, eitA = 0) is called a 
Riemann-Lebesgue operator. To see why we use this terminology, let {IIA : X E R} 
be the resolution of the identity for A, so that A = lrm Xdl7,, . Then 
(eitAh, h) = 
Thus, by polarization, wk op lim,,+, eitA = 0 if and only if 
lim 
s 
m 
t’im --ni 
eitA d(ll l7,h 11”) = 0 
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for all vectors h. This is the conclusion of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, 
ergo the terminology. 
A number of authors (cf. [7, 9, lo]) h ave considered various generalizations 
of the above result. These generalizations can be regarded as contributions to 
the following question, which is the main open question in this area. 
(01) With which Cauchy problems (1.1) con one decompose the energy into 
d@erent kinds of energy which become asymptotically equipartitioned as t - &co ? 
The purpose of the present paper is fourfold. First, we present a framework 
for equipartition of energy which seems to be the proper conceptual framework 
for the subject. In particular, all previous equipartition of energy results fit into 
this framework. Second, we interpret a theorem of Emch [2] as an equipartition 
of energy theorem for certain equations of form (1 .I). We show that Emch’s 
results is disjoint from all the other results on equipartition of energy and cannot 
be used to derive any of them, in particular [5]. Third, we simplify the results 
of Goldstein and Sandefur [7] on equations of the form U” + iB,u’ + B,u = 0 
with B, and B, commuting self-adjoint operators. Finally we extend the Gold- 
stein-Sandefur methods [7] to cover certain fourth-order equations. This work 
is connected with earlier work of Mochizuki [9, IO], and the connections are 
discussed. 
2. THE FRAMEWORK 
DEFINITION 2.1. A finite projection system is a set of norm one projections 
PI , Pz ,..*, PN ,2 < N < co, such that P,P, = 0 for j # k and Cj”r Pi = I = 
the identity. (Thus each P, is self-adjoint and nontrivial.) 
DEFINITION 2.2. A self-adjoint operator H on Z admits equipartition of 
energy if there is a finite projection system P1 ,..., PN and positive constants 
Cl ,..., c, such that 
II pj”(t)ll” 3 cj Ilf II2 
ast-++tcoforl <j,(Nandallf~ti,whereuisthesolutionof(l.l). 
We call I] Pju(t)/12 the jth energy of u at time t and denote it by E,(t). Necessarily 
we must have Cj”=r cj = 1. We also note that each Pi must have infinite- 
dimensional range and each Pj does not commute with H; this is established in 
Section 3. 
The theorem of [5, 61 mentioned earlier takes the following form. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a self-adjoint operator on X, and let X1 be the 
completion of S(A)/N(A). Then H = i(tA ,“) on SF = X1 0.X admits equi- 
partition of energy if and only if A is a Riemann-Lebesgue operator. 
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In this case iV = 2, Pi(g) = (i), P&) = (z), and cr = cs = & . Also, when 
A is a Riemann-Lebesgue operator, N(A) = (0) and Z, = X. 
Other results on equipartition of energy due to Mochizuki [9] (for special 
higher-order equations) and Goldstein and Sandefur [7] (for certain second- 
order equations) can also be reformulated to state that certain self-adjoint 
operators admit equipartition of energy. 
3. CONNECTIONS WITH MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 
The following calculation exhibits a formal connection between equipartition 
of energy and scattering theory. Let H be self-adjoint on &‘, let U(t) = e-ZtH, 
and let a(t) = U(t)f be the solution of (1.1). For Pi ,..., PN a finite projection 
system, 
Ej(t) = // PjU(t)l12 = (PjU(t)fy U(t)f) = (U(-t) PjU(t)fyf). 
The convergence of E,(t) for all f~ .% is equivalent (by polarization) to the 
weak operator topology convergence of U(-t) PjU(t). For A a bounded linear 
operator on 2 (in symbols, A EB(&?)), let 
A(t) = U(-t) AU(t); 
physically A(t) is the Heisenberg representation of the observable at time t 
which was initially A when the underlying Hamiltonian is H. An easy modifica- 
tion of an argument given by Lavine [8] shows that if 
9 = {A E .g(X): w&(A) = strong ,‘iyi A(t) both exist}, 
then 8 is a C*-algebra and wi : Y + 8 are * -automorphisms. In particular, 
if P is a self-adjoint projection in 2, then U(-t) PU(t) converges (on the 
strong operator topology) to a self-adjoint projection, W*(P), as t ---L &co. Thus 
for all f E 3?, 
il WN2 = W-t) pWf,f) - <4W,f) = II 4p)fll2. 
So that this limit is c ilfl12 for allf, we must have w*(P) = I and c = 1 or else 
w*(P) = 0. In particular, if H admits equipartition of energy, then none of the 
associated projections can belong to the Lavine algebra Y. Two immediate 
consequences are: (i) Each Pi must be an infinite rank projection (since strong 
and weak convergence coincide in finite dimensions). (ii) Each P,i fails to com- 
mute with H in the sense that there is a t = t(j) such that [Pj , U(t)] = Pj U(t) - 
U(t) Pj # 0. This is because if a projection P commutes with H, then P E 9 
and w,-(P) = P, whence P = 1 or 0 as before. 
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The conclusion is that scattering theory is not likely to help with the difficult 
question (Ql), which we reformulate as follows. 
(Q2) Which self-adjoint operators admit equipartition of energy? 
On the other hand, the above calculation suggests the following problem. 
(PI) Given H = H”, j%d a nontrivial selfadjoint projection P such that 
wk op lim,,+,, U(-t) PU(t) = cl, where U(t) = eectH and 0 < c < 1. 
In fact, equipartition of energy is easily seen to be equivalent to the following 
version of (Pl). 
(P2) Given H = H*, U(t) = e-itH, $nd a finite projection system P1 , . . . , Plv 
such that wk op lim,,*t, U(-t) PjU(t) = CJ where cj > 0 and CP1 cj = 1. 
Suppose we can solve (Pl); let {P, c} denote the solution. Then {P, = P, 
Pz = I - P} is a finite projection system, and H admits equipartition of energy 
with projections P1 , Pz and constants c, = c, ca = 1 - c. 
It turns out that the formulation (PI) or (P2) of the equipartition of energy 
problem has a connection with the C*-algebra approach to quantum field 
theory and statistical mechanics. The following theorem is due to Emch [2, 
p. 2871; it was influenced by ideas of D. Kastler. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 4 be a primary state on a C*algebra ~4 with identity I. 
Let {a(t): t E R} be a group of automorphisms on &’ which leaves 4 invariant. 
Suppose that the following (asymptotic Abelianness) condition holds: 
jj~ Ilk% 4) ~111 = o (3.1) 
for all A, B E &. Then 
wk op &-II rr(a(t) A) = $(A) I (3.2) 
for all A E -01, where rr is the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representation associated 
with J&‘, 4. 
If we have &‘, + as in the above theorem and we replace +eZ by -Qz/.M, where 
JV = {A E &: +(A*A) = 0}, then {a(t): t E R} induces a unitary group 
(U(t): t E R} on the underlying Hilbert space, and the conclusion (3.2) becomes 
wk op $nm U(-t) V(A) U(t) = 4(A) I. 
Emch [2, 31 has methods for finding examples of such LZZ, 4. His results can be 
used to construct examples of self-adjoint operators which admit equipartition 
of energy. 
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What we propose to show is that Emch’s theorem does not include any of the 
results on equipartition of energy [5, 6, 7, 9, lo] mentioned earlier, because the 
asymptotic Abelianness condition (3.1) is too strong. We illustrate this in the 
context of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A # 0 be a Riemann-Lebesgue operator on S. Then, by 
Theorem 2.1, H on &? admits equipartition of energy; let (PI , Pz} be the associated 
jkite system of projections. Let SZZ’ be any (?-algebra in S?(X) which contains 
{U(t) = eritH: t E R) and {PI , Pz}. Then there exist operators B, C E ~2 such that 
for each t E R. 
KC Y-0 BVt)lll 2 1 (3.3) 
Taking ol(t)B = U(-t) BU(t), we see that (3.2) fails to hold and so Theorem 
3.1 cannot apply to yield Theorem 2.1, no matter how we choose {U(t): t E R) u 
{PI , P2} C J&’ CB(#) and 4. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We begin by writing down an explicit formula for U(t). 
Let G(t) = eitA, t E R. Let, as usual, cos(tA) = 2-l(G(t) f G(-t)), sin(tA) = 
(2i)-l(G(t) - G(-t)). It is straightforward to check that 
cos( tA) 
u(*t) = (7 sin(tA) 
& sin(tA) 
I cos(tA) / 
and U(t) = iA(!, :) U(t), t E R. Since PI, Pz , U(t) E -c9, we have, by a 
routine computation, 
0 sin(tA) 
Pl W)Ps = (o 0 ) Ed* 
PZ u(t) Pl = (sin)lA) ~ 1 ‘~. 
(Recall that PI = (ii), Pz = (i$) Since d/dt(sin(tA))lt, = A and A # 0, 
it follows that for t > 0 sufficiently small, f(A) := /I sin(tA)lI-l sin(tA) is an 
operator in d of norm exactly one. 
Now let C = PI E ral and let B = f  (A)(:, i). It follows by the above paragraph 
that B E JJ?. One readily checks that 
CU(-t) BU(t) =f (4 (8 ;) , 
V-4 Bu(t) C =f (A) (_oI ;) - 
Consequently 
K’> V-0 BW>l =f (A) (,” ;) 3 
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and so 
for all t E R. 1 
We remark that in the above proof, f(A) could be replaced by the identity I if 
either (i) 0 is in the resolvent set of A, or (ii) z! contains the von Neumann 
algebra generated by (U(t): t E R}. This observation is not used in the sequel, 
so we omit the proof. 
4. SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS 
In this section we reexamine the results of [7] from a slightly different point of 
view. 
Let A, B be skew-adjoint operators on .%. Consider the equation 
(4.1) 
in A? @ .s?, where A and B commute (i.e., etA and esB commute for all t, s E R). 
It is easy to see that if(t) satisfies (4.1), then w satisfies the second-order equation 
w”(t) = 2Aw’(t) + (B2 - AS) w(t) 0 E RI. (4.2) 
Next consider the second-order equation 
w”(t) = iCw’(t) + Dw(t) (t E R), (4.3) 
where C and D commute; then (4.3) becomes equivalent to (4.2) under the 
identification 
2A = iC, B2 = D + )C2. 
We note, that D < 0 is equivalent to B2 - A2 < 0, and this condition is 
sufficient for the initial value problem for (4.2) (or (4.3)) to be governed by a 
unitary group. (Note that (4.1), hence (4.2), is automatically governed by a 
unitary group when A and B are skew-adjoint.) Letting A, = A + B, A, = 
A - B, (4.2) becomes 
w”(t) = (A, + A,)w’(t) - A,A,w(t) 
with A, and A, commuting skew-adjoint operators; this is equivalent to the 
factored equation 
5 (-& - A,) w(t) = 0 (t E “9 
The order of the factors does not matter since A, and A, commute. 
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Let (T(t) = &A: t E R} denote the group on &’ generated by A, and similarly 
for B. Let S(t) = 2-l(etB - e-tB), C(t) = 2-l(P + e-tB); thus S(t) = 
--z sin(itB), C(t) = cos(itB). Then ({ ‘$ and (i t) generate, respectively, (C,,) 
unitary groups on X @ %’ given by 
Tl(t) = exP (t (t ,“)) = (Ti” TytJ T 
T2(t) = exp (t (i “,,) = (YiJ $3 - 
Since (6 \) and (i t) commute, the (C,,) group generated by their sum (;f 2) 
is given by 
exp (t (t f)) = w C(t) w w Tl(t) T2(t) = L(t) S(t) T(t) C(t) 1 - 
Letting 
E,(t) = II Bw(t>l12, E,(t) = II w’(t) - Aw(t)l12, (4.5) 
we see that the total energy 
E = G(t) + E,(t) 
is independent of t, and it was shown in [7] that for PI = (‘0 i), P2 = I - PI, 
for j = 1,2 and for all choice of initial data if and only if B (or equivalently 
A, - A2) is a Riemann-Lebesgue operator. (This result was stated some what 
differently in [A.) 
Howard Levine (personal communication) has noted that this result actually 
follow from the earlier result (Theorem 2.1) under a change of variables. 
Specifically, let w be a solution of (4.4) and let u(t) = exp(-(t/2)(Al + A,)) w(t). 
One readily checks (using (4.4)) that 
u”(t) = exp (- + (4 + A,)) (w”(t) - (4 + A,) w’(t) + $ (4 + A2j2 w(t)) 
= exp 
i - + (4 + A,)) (; (4 - A2f w(t) 
= B2u(t). 
Then E,(t), E,(t) in (4.5) b ecome the kinetic and potential energies associated 
with B as in Section 1, and Theorem 2.1 implies that the equivalent equations 
(4.1) to (4.4) admit equipartition of energy if and only if B is a Riemann- 
Lebesgue operator. 
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Here is a variant on the above theme. Let H be self-adjoint and let A be a 
closed densely defined operator which commutes with H. (More precisely, 
suppose A is a function of some (C,) semigroup generator I3 so that eta and 
eisH commute for all t 3 0 and s E R.) 
is self-adjoint on X2 = % @ &?. If u(t) = ($I$ and 
.du 
a,=Ku (t E g, (4.6) 
we set v(t) = exp(i(t/2)H) us(t). Then v satisfies 
$=exp(i$H) I(- $ Hz - A2A) u2 + (HA* - A*H) uI 
I 
= (- &H2 - A*A) ZI 
since H and A* commute. Thus (4.6) . IS e q uivalent to a second-order equation, 
and K admits equipartition of energy if and only if ($H2 + A*A)1/2 is a Riemann- 
Lebesgue operator. Scattering theory provides one with sufficient conditions to 
insure that )H2 + A*A (and hence its square root too) is absolutely continuous, 
hence Riemann-Lebesgue. 
The following is a rather general way of viewing the result of [7] mentioned 
above. 
(Q3) Let A, ,..., A, be commuting skew-adjoint operators on 2. Consider 
the factored equation 
fi (; - 4) u(t) = o (t E R). 
Can one rewrite (4.7) as a Schriidinger equation in X @ ..* @ &’ (N factors) so 
that (4.7) admits equipartition of energy with respect to 
a&c, = ‘1. = cN = 1 IN zf and only if Aj - A, is a Riemann-Lebesgue operator 
for j # k? 
What was shown above is that the answer to (Q3) is yes if N = 2. The next 
section is devoted to showing the answer is yes if N = 4. 
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5. FOURTH-ORDER EQUATIONS 
Let A, , A, , A, , A, be commuting skew-adjoint operators on 2. We want 
to consider the factored fourth-order equation 
(5.1) 
For the purposes of writing this as a first-order system, we introduce four 
commuting skew-adjoint operators A, B, C, D defined by 
-4 = &(A, + A, + A, -+ A*), B = &$ + A, - 4 - A& 
C = $(A, - A, - A, + AJ, D = $(A1 - A, + A, - Aa). 
Conversely, for 1 <.j < 4, Aj can be written as an explicit linear combination 
of A, B, C, D. Consider the Schrodinger equation 
in x4 = 3? @X @ 2 @ %. We see that (5.2) is equivalent to (5.1) in the 
same way that system (4.1) is equivalent to the factored equation (4.4). 
We associate with (5.1) four energies defined as follows: 
E,(t) = ‘1 4-54, - A, - A, + A4) u”(t) f 2-l(A,A, - A,A,) u’(t) 
A 4-l(A,A,A, -- A,A,A, + A,A,A, - A,A,A,) u(t)l’“, 
E*(t) = iI 4-l(A, - A, + A, - A4) u”(t) + 2F(A,A, - A,A,) u’(t) 
L 4-l(A,A,A, + A,A,A, - A,A2A, - A,A,A,) u(t)li*, 
E3(t) = il4-l(A, + A, - A, - A4) u”(t) $ 2-l(-A,A, + -4,A,) d(t) 
t 4-l(-A,A,A, + A,AzA, + A,A,A, - A,A,A*) u(t)112, 
E4(t) = i/ u”‘(t) - 2 t Aid’(t) + ;t 1 A,A&(t) - i c AjA,A,u(t) iid. 
i=l l<i<k94 Igick<zg4 
Let 
E(t) = t. E,(f) 
I=1 
be the total energy at time f. 
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THEOREM 5.1. The initial value problem for the factored equation (5.1) is 
equivalent to the initial value problem for system (5.2). The energy associated with 
(5.1) is conserved, i.e., E(t) = E(0) f or a 11 real t. Finally, energy is equipartitioned 
in the sense that 
pm E(t) = &E(O) 
for all choices of initial data if and only if A, - A, is a Riemann-Lebesgue operator 
for 1 < j < K < 4. 
Before proving the theorem we make some remarks. First, this theorem 
shows that the answer to question (Q3) of the proceeding section is yes when 
N = 4. The reason is that if we let 
ABDC 
BACD 
IO 0 0 
pl= i 0 0 0 0 i ’ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
p3= i 0 0 0 I 0 1 ’ 
0 0 0 0 
p2 
p4 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
~0000’ 
( 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
:oooo’ 
i 1 0 0 0 I 
then H is self-adjoint and 
II vj(t)l12 = II Pj exp(--itHi) v(0)l12, 
where v(t) is the transpose of (VI(t),..., v,(t)). A straightforward computation 
shows that 
II vUiW12 = J%(t) 
for t E R and 1 < j < 4. Thus the equipartition of energy is with respect to the 
system of projections PI ,..., P4 and each constant c, ,..., cq is $ . 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We begin by using the theory of factored equations 
developed by Sandefur [12]. Let 
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where r.+f) = u(t), q(t) = (d/dt - A,) u(t), ws(t) = j-J;=, (cqdt - A’) u(t), 
wq(t) = &, (d/dt - Aj) u(t). Then (cf. [12]) th e initial value problem for (5.1) 
is equivalent to the initial value problem for 
w’(t) = Lw(t) (t E R). (5.3) 
The group (TL(t) = etL: t E R} generated by L on X4 can expressed in terms 
of the group {Z’,(t) = e tA~: t E R} generated by Aj (1 < j < 4) with the aid of 
the Phillips perturbation theorem [I, 1 I]. More precisely, 
Since the perturbation is nilpotent the perturbation series terminates after only 
a few terms and T,(t) can be computed explicitly: 
t 
T,(t) B,,(t) %(t) B14W 
T,(t) &B(t) B24(Q 
Tdt) = ; 0 
Tdt) %4(t) * 
0 0 0 T&J 1 
The terms B&t) are explicitly written down in [12], but their form is not 
important here. Define, for k = 1, 2, 3,4, 
F,(t) = /I pk ($ - 4) u(t) 112~ 
where there are three factors in the product. We have that 
= II w4m2 = F4(0) 
since each T4(t) is unitary. Moreover, if & = u(~-~)(O) for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, then 
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Because the problem is symmetric in the commuting operators A, ,..., A, , it 
follows by the above calculation that for 1 < j < 4, 
where {i, li, Z} = (1,2, 3,4}\(j). 
LEMMA 5.2. &18’i(t) = 4E(t). 
Proof. By repeated use of the parallelogram law we have 
g1 Fdt) 
= 11 urn - (Al + A2 + A&” + (AlA, + AlA, + A,A,)u’ - A,A,A,u 112 
+ II d’ - (Al + A2 f A&” + (44 + AJ, + A,A,)u’ - A,A,A,u II” 
+ 11 urn - (A, + A, + A&” + (Al-4 + AlA, + A,A,)u’ - A,A,A*u 112 
+ 11 d’ - 642 + A, + A&” + (A24 + A,A, + A&u’ - A,A2A,u 112 
= &{I/ 2~“’ - (2A, + 2A, + A, + A&” + (A,A, + 2A,A, + A,A, + A,A, 
+ AJ&’ - GWJ, + 44A.h II2 + II& - A&” + (-%A, + &A, 
- AA - A,A,)u’ + (A,&& - A,A,A,)u Ii2 + /I 221”’ - (A, + A, + 2A, 
+ 2A&” + (A,A, + A,A, + 2AaA4 + A,AI + A,A,)u - (A,A,A, 
+ &W,b II2 + IV2 - A&” + (&A, + A,& - A,A, - A,A,)u’ 
f  (A244 - 4AdJu II”> 
= HI 4~” - 3(A, + A2 + A, + A&” + 2(&A, + A,& + A,A, + A,A, 
+ 44 + A&u’ - (444 + 444 + 444 + &&A& II” 
+ ll(4 + A, - A, - A&” + &%A, - A&u’ + (A&J, + A&A4 
- 444 - 444)~ II2 + l&42 + A, - A, - A&” + 2(A,A, - A,@’ 
+ (444 + A,&$ - A,&& - A,A,A,)u II2 
+ ll(4 + A, - A, - 4u” + &%A, - 44)~’ + (A,&% + A&4, 
- 444 - 4M& II2 
= 4E(t). 1 
We return to the proof of Theorem 5.1. In the remark preceding the beginning 
of the proof, we noted that E(t) = E(0) for all real t. This conservation of energy 
also follows from Lemma 5.2 since F,(t) = F,(O) for all t and j. 
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Let {T(t) = et”} denote the unitary group on X’ generated by A. Using the 
notation introduced in Section 4, let Se(t) = -i sin(itB) = $(efB - eefB), 
CB(t) = cos(itB) = &(etB + e-t”). Similarly, associated with C and D are the 
“sine” and “cosine” functions S=(t), s,(t), C&t), CD(t). One final piece of 
notation: For 8 a skew-adjoint operator on Z4 =:: # @ 2 @ % @J %, let 
Y2(t) denote the unitary group 9 generates on A?‘“. 
Let 
A000 
,&f= 0 A 0 O 
i 1 
OOAO; 
OOOA 
Let 
/O B 0 O\ 
Let 
oooc 
g= O O c O 
i i 
oco 0; 
coo0 
Let 
OODO 
ODOO 
then 
then 
then 
then 
! 
TA(t) 0 0 0 
Ted(t) 0 TA(t) 0 0 = 0 TA(Q . 
0 0 0 TA@) 
zdt> = i 
CBQ) &3(t) 0 0 
SBW CBW 0 0 0 0 CB(4 s,(t) * 
0 0 sBtt) cB(t) 
G(t) = ; 
i Cc(t) 
Cc(t) W) 0 
0 0 Cc(t) sew 
S,(t) Cc(t) 0 
1
* 
s,(t) 
i 
C,(t) 0 S,(t) 0 
z&t) 0 C,(t) 0 sD(t> = sD(t> o C,(t) 0 . 
0 S,(t) 0 cD(t> 
&, g’, %‘, 9, commuting skew-adjoint operators on X4, and the unitary groups 
.7&t),..., Fg(t) all commute with one another. Then 2 = &’ + B’ + V + 9 is 
skew-adjoint and generates the unitary group given by the product 
~A+) = zd(t) &Y(t) %(t) z?(t). 
2 is simply the operator --iH defined in the remark following the statement 
of Theorem 5.1. The unitarity of 92(t) provides us with our third proof that 
energy is conserved. To establish equipartition of energy, we consider when it 
happens that 
pm E,(t) = &E(O). (5.4) 
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Note that 
E,(t) = II pj -PC--iW+ 11’ = II Pj&(t)4 112, 
where+ =(~1,~2,~3,~J is th e initial datum for the fourth-order equation 
(5.1). 
We have, suppressing the t, 
Let, for i = 1,2, 3,4, 
where, in the last term, {j, k, Z} = {1,2, 3,4}\(i). Let 
It follows that 
KCt) = $f i II ~~i(t>l12 + aCtI 
j=l 
where 
= -& g1 II $2. II2 + 4) = $w) + 4th 
Consequently, E,(t) -+ &T(O) for all choices of initial data 4 = (+r , +2 , 4s , &) 
if and only if wk op lim,,It, Tj(-t) Tk(--t) = Oforj < KifandonlyifAj - A, 
is a Riemann-Lebesgue operator for j < K, since exp(t(-Aj + AJ) = 
Ti(-t> Tk(t)* 
Applying the above argument to E,(t) (2 < j < 4) we conclude that 
!jyrn Ej(t) = @toI forj = 1,2,3,4 
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and for all choices of initial data $ if and only if Aj - A, is a Riemann-Lebesgue 
operator for j # K (1 < j, K < 4). 1 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS; OPEN QUESTIONS 
Remark 6.1. According to Levine’s observation, the 2 x 2 system (4.1) is 
equivalent to a well-posed equation of the form d%/dP = Lu via a change of 
variables. However, the 4 x 4 system (5.2) cannot be equivalent to an equation 
of the form d4u/dt4 = Lu if at least one of A, B, C, D is unbounded. This is 
because if uc4) = Lu is well posed, then L is bounded (by [4]), and the equation 
is governed by a uniformly continuous group, whence A, B, C, D are all bounded. 
Remark 6.2. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on Z and let 0 < < 01~ <: 
... < N,~ . Mochizuki [9, lo] has considered the factored equation 
gs- + ajH2) u = 0, (6.1) 
which can be rewritten as 
B ($ - (-l)i (0~~)~‘~ H) u. 
Mochizuki showed that this equation (or rather the self-adjoint operator it 
determines on .%Yznr) admits equipartition of energy if H is absolutely continuous. 
Letting A, = --A, = i(~,)l/~H, A, = -A, = ~(cY.~)~/~H, we see that the 
N = 2 (i.e., fourth-order) case of Mochizuki’s result is a special case of Theo- 
rem 5.1. More precisely, Theorem 5.1 implies that for (Ye > 0,01~ > 0, H* = H, 
N = 2, Eq. (6.1) admits equipartition of energy if and only if H is a Riemann- 
Lebesgue operator and a1 # 01~ . 
Remark 6.3. Recall the question (Q3) asked at the end of Section 4. We have 
shown that the answer is yes when N is 2 or 4. We conjecture that the answer 
is yes when N is even. The case of odd N seems to be harder, and we know of no 
results corresponding to the case N = 3. 
Remark 6.4. Suppose a self-adjoint operator H on X admits equipartition 
of energy. Let PI ,..., PN be the associated projections. Let 4 = P,(S), 
1 < j < N. The equation i du/dt = Hu decomposes as an N x N system for 
u = (Plu,..., PNu) on Y, @ ... @ %J and H becomes an N x N matrix in 
this representation. Thus, since XI ,..., Xw are all separable infinite dimensional 
Hilbert spaces (assuming Z is), when considering equations with N kinds of 
energy, there is no loss of generality in dealing with equations in YN, i.e., 
N x N systems. We have established equipartition of energy for certain higher- 
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order equations and for some special 2 x 2 systems which reduce to a simple 
equation by means of a change of variable trick (cf. Section 4). We don’t know 
of any N x N system which admits equipartition of energy and which cannot 
be replaced by as equivalent single equation. 
In 1971 K. Mochizuki [personal communication] told one of us that he and 
S. Mizohata and wondered about what properties did higher-order hyperbolic 
partial differential equations possess which symmetric hyperbolic systems 
did not possess. Equipartition of energy could conceivably be such a property. 
Remark 6.5. How can one show that a self-adjoint operator does not admit 
equipartition of energy ? Consider the one-dimensional free Schrsdinger 
equation, i.e., let H = d2/dx2 on z&’ = L2(R). We conjecture that H does not 
admit equipartition of energy. 
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